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From the Superintendent

Where does the time go? Seems

like just the other day made the

announcement for the Diorama

Challenge, now we are two

months away and I have my base

cut out, and still haven’t begun.

Something about deadlines

though, motivates us into getting

things done. With that said if you

haven’t begun your Diorama chal-

lenge you have plenty of time.

The more entries we have the bet-

ter the meeting will be (and larger

the pay off will be too!) Build a

model in a different scale, scratch-

build something, build a kit that

has been sitting on the shelf for

years just waiting for the time to

build it. The time is here! I look

forward to seeing what everyone

brings to the November meeting,

as for me I think I still have a cou-

ple of days to ponder what I’m go-

ing to complete. No excuses...

See you at the meeting!

Dave Salamon

Sept 15th Meeting

Show and Tell:

Locomotives

Clinics/Presentations:

#215 Pagosa Spring Combine - Henry Townsend
Making a layout liftout - Allan Roecker

Wichita Toy Train Museum 24th Annual
Train Show

Sept 22 9am-5pm
Sept 23 10am-3pm

2744 George Washing Blvd.
$8.00 adult, $15.00 family, under 18 free with

paid adult
Www.wichitatoytrainmuseum/org

Bixby Fall Train Show
Oct 13 9am - 3pm

Bixby Community Center
$5.00

www/ttos-sooner.org
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Larry’s Question of the Month:

What is the purpose of the Retainer? How does it work?
(If you have a railroad question and answer that you’d like to ask of the group let Larry Munro know about it!)

2018 MEETINGS

September 15 - Locomotives

November 17 - Structures / Dioramas
Meetings are from 9:30 to 12:30

New Hardesty Library

8316 E. 93rd St.
(Just East of Memorial on 93rd St.)

INDIAN NATIONS

OFFICERS

Superintendent
Dave Salamon

Assistant Superintendent
Charlie Tapper

Director
Jim Senese

Paymaster
Hal Blakeslee

Achievement Program
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Indian Na�ons Division of the NMRA
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Bill Rose
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Achievement Program Chairman
♦ As AP chairman you are to encourage members to apply for the

various awards and certificates that are part of the AP.

♦ Will help with the paperwork, but can’t help with your modeling!

♦ Evaluation and assessing what the modeler was trying to do,

and how well he did it.

♦ Once the AP Chairman signs the application, they will forward it

to the regional AP manager

So, just what is the Achievement Program? It is a program consisting of

11 areas related to almost all facets of model railroading in which specif-

ic achievement goals are set. The purpose of these goals is to help the

modeler improve his/her modeling and model railroading skills by the at-

tainment of some or even all these goals, such that the modeler will

learn and acquire a broad range of skills that will aid or assist him/her to

become better at many of the aspects of model railroading.

It does not require one to master all 11 areas, but only a subset of 7 of

the 11, appropriately distributed to reasonably touch upon a selection of

fundamental model railroading skill sets. The goals are not designed to

be easy to obtain, but then again, they are also not designed to be im-

possible, and that with the acquisition of the requisite skills and practice,

should be achievable for any that wish to grow their skills, knowledge,

and range of capabilities.
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Some have larger layouts in which they can incorporate a diorama, or others not

the space or time for a layout, but a diorama is something that can be completed,

and even incorporated into a layout at another time.

We have the square foot challenge, as with the micro layout challenge interaction

between members is highly encouraged.

The challenge begins now!

Entries will be brought to the November 2018 meeting

The rules are simple…

1 - It must occupy 1 sq foot (144 square inches), it can have any shape as

long as the area isn't exceeded.

2 - It can be a stand alone diorama or be a part that is incorporated into a lay-

out.

3 - It can be any scale

You can go with a simple 12x12 square if you want to, but maybe that won’t fit your

layout, so maybe a 6x24 rectangle, or 4x36, or 3x48. Or why limit yourself to just

right angles?

What about a parallelogram?

Hexagon?

L-shaped?

Or even a 13 1/2 inch circle?

The only area that counts towards the total area of your project is the surface space

(in other words, fascias, backdrops, handles, etc. don't count).
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All Dioramas brought in will be judged by all Indian Nations Division members attend-

ing the November meeting.

To encourage everyone to participate and promote the hobby, if there are 2-5 entrees,

then a 2 year membership to the NMRA ($150 value) will be given to the overall favor-

ite or they can accept $100 . A 1 year membership to the NMRA ($75 value) for the

second favorite or they can accept $50.

If there are 6-9 then then a 2 year membership to the NMRA ($150 value) will be giv-

en to the overall favorite or they can accept $100 . A 1 year membership to the NMRA

($75 value) for the second and third favorite or they can accept $50.

If there are 10 or greater, then a 2 year NMRA membership ($150 value) plus an addi-

tional $100 for overall favorite or accept $200, 2 year NMRA membership($150) for

second or accept $100, 1 year NMRA membership ($75 value) for third , fourth and

fifth or accept $50.

Every person that enters, if not an NMRA member, will be given a 9 month trial NMRA

membership ($19.00 value) on behalf of the Indian Nations Division.

Each Diorama will be featured in the newsletter, if you take photos along the way,

keep notes and information as you go, this helps make a really good article.

We look forward to seeing how creative our members can be.

You have until the 2018 November Meeting to prepare your Diorama.

Share your challenges and how you conquered them.

Try new scales.

Try new techniques.

Participate

Most of all – HAVE FUN!
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May Highlights
My Coffeyville Subdivision - Allan Roecker

•Is in a 13’ x 39’ Room. With expansion

planned into a 9’ x 12’ space later. (phase 2

½)

•Layout is built in modules and can be dis-

assembled and moved to another location.

(this is the last layout I am building). The

layout is free standing. Framework is all

plywood ripped to width and length. No

nominal lumber was used.

•CVP Easy DCC with wireless throttles.

•Fast tracks hand made turnouts. (about 98%). Frogs are all powered.

•Tortoise slow motion switch machines on all turnouts which power the frogs.

•All switch machines have decoders. Switch machines can be run by the throttle

accessory function or by JMRI. Switch machines in yards, towns, and industries

will also be able to able to run with a push button. Main line and sidings will on-

ly be controlled by the dispatcher. All accessory decoders are on their own

boosters and not connected to main track buss.

•Track is code 83 flex

track by Atlas.

•There is about 228’

main line and 130’

staging.

•Layout is broke out

into 8 power districts

(zones).

•Support 4 operators

and 1 dispatcher.
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May Highlights
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May Highlights
UP Cares - Kent Edwards

Kent came to our meeting and did a UP Cares presentation,

Their Operation Life Savor talks. Kent was very entertaining

and tried to keep everyones attention with a little humor. The

videos and photos that he shared of grade crossing accidents

(Which no one was killed in the ones he showed.) how violent-

ly they are. Most of us being modelers or railfans understand

the importance of not racing a train to a grade crossing to try

to get to the other side, but the videos should have reinforced

that for sure. He also talked a little on Positive Train control

and how it works.
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May Highlights
New Prototype Throt-

tle—Steve Davis

Steve shared with us

some videos of a new

prototype throttle that is

coming to the market.

Steve has several on or-

der and we look forward

to an update after he

gets them in hand and

gets them set up on the

KCS third Sub.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ldgnFG0yM-4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ApOdbVu_F9M
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Tony’s Tips and Techniques
By Tony Burgess

Shapeways. Lots of tools, a lit-

tle clean up is expected, and

painting, but this will add a lot

of detail. There are hammers,

vices, clamps, and much more.

Neat stuff. You have to be care-

ful how you separate the

'bunch', as you might cut the

head off a long hammer or

something. I bought more

items, but were hard to photo-

graph in the white state.

https://www.shapeways.com/

product/DXVUA2CUB/hand-

tool-assortment?

optionId=65468700

https://www.shapeways.com/

product/3GWNLAREJ/engine-

house-tools-details?

optionId=64841322
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Tony’s Tips and Techniques

It's harder than just coloring a casting, and

putting it in place, but the end result is not

only unique, but you can see it's not a cast-

ing and has more of a realistic look. I am

still using some castings, but modifying

them a bit, sometimes by simply adding

some additional details. And some are left

as is. Here is my latest, a shelf unit to

house the clamps and a couple extra plans,

with some drill bits (auger bits) in a side

case.
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Tony’s Tips and Techniques
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Tony’s Tips and Techniques

Are you all ready for more

details...I have a blank area

to the rear that I feel needs

more 'treatment'. But, adding

the details to a wall before it

goes in is far better than do-

ing it when in place.
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Tony’s Tips and Techniques
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Tony’s Tips and Techniques
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Tony’s Tips and Techniques
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Allan Roecker - HO Scale Missouri Pacific Layout - The Central

Division - Coffeyville Subdivision


